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Over the past few years, Grand Rapids, Michigan-native, Vagabonds, has made waves with his 
emotional live performances. These songs have finally been captured on his debut full length, I 
Don’t Know What to Do Now, available now on Blood & Ink records. Throughout the record, 
Luke Dean, the brain and voice behind Vagabonds, tiptoes through a myriad of personal issues 
ranging from mental health to his faith. With each experience, Dean paints vivid images that 
move like scenes from a movie, each one more heart wrenching than the last. Throughout I Don’t 
Know What to Do Now, Dean’s raspy voice carries the emotional burden of his lyrics, breaking at 
times but never faltering.  
 
There is a level of honesty to Dean’s lyrics that make them cut deeper with each listen. I Don’t 
Know What to Do Now acts as open pages of his personal diary, where he unravels the 
misfortunes of his life in hopes that others can learn from them. The record’s lead single, 
“Paralysis,” focuses on Dean’s internal struggle with depression, one that left him unable to fight 
back. “If I got up and went out, I felt like I was going to do something to unhealthy, so I just 
stayed put,” admitted Dean. “I would lie paralyzed on my bed staring into nothing until the battle 
raging inside of me reached a calm.” 
 
Despite the dark shadow cast by the subjects covered, a glimpse of hope shines through in the 
light instrumentals. Dean’s vocals are accompanied with the faintest guitar work, soaked in waves 
of reverb that crash and swirl with the flurry of emotions being spun through the record. Much of 
the record relies on Dean’s voice and his guitar to tell the story, but at times, thundering 
percussion fades in and out of the background, adding to the storm. 
 
With I Don’t Know What to Do Now, Dean cements what Vagabonds’ sound is: emotional and 
raw, yet hopeful. Dean’s ability to tell his story is captivating and inspiring. The waves of despair 
and pain coiled in Dean’s voice are balanced with a confidence that there is a light at the end of 
the tunnel. 
	  


